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Residual speech errors

I Even highly unintelligible children generally converge on
accurate speech by 8-9 years of age.

I Errors continuing past this point are classified as residual
speech errors.

I May persist through adolescence and, in 1-2% of speakers, into
adulthood (Culton, 1986).

I Can have negative impact on academic/social/psycho-
emotional development (Hitchcock, Harel, & McAllister Byun,

2015).

Why do some speakers never arrive at a fully typical phonetic
output for certain sounds?

How can we improve therapeutic outcomes for this population?
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Visual-acoustic biofeedback intervention
I Certain sound contrasts are signaled by different patterns of

formants (resonant frequencies of the vocal tract).
I Display real-time LPC spectrum (McAllister Byun & Hitchcock,

2012; McAllister Byun, Swartz, Halpin, Szeredi, & Maas, 2015).

I Compare template showing correct production of target sound.
I Learner modifies his/her output in an effort to make the

formants line up with the target.

Figure 1: Biofeedback display
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Visual-acoustic biofeedback intervention

biofeedback.png
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Evidence for visual-acoustic biofeedback

I Case studies: Shuster, Ruscello, & Smith, 1992; Shuster,
Ruscello, & Toth, 1995

I Single-subject experimental designs: McAllister Byun &
Hitchcock, 2012; McAllister Byun, Swartz, Halpin, Szeredi, &
Maas, 2015
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Why an app?

I Implementation science: Not sufficient to demonstrate
efficacy; also need to consider real-world clinical uptake.

I Significant barriers to uptake of tech-based interventions:
I Cost of the required technology (CSL software costs $2K, or

$5K including hardware)
I Accessibility and user-friendliness of the technology

I Developing a biofeedback app is a way to increase the
real-world impact of this line of research.
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Why an app?

I Treatment research is slow and challenging.
I Recruitment challenges
I High cost (in money and experimenter hours) associated with

providing treatment in lab setting
I Long time to publication
I Small sample sizes result in inconclusive outcomes
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Our model

I Make app available for free.
I Ask to be “paid in data.”

I Clinical partners (SLP volunteers) provide treatment following
a standard protocol.

I Treatment interactions are recorded to device and, with
permission, uploaded to our team.

I Uploaded data can be analyzed to track participant progress
and assess fidelity to treatment protocol.
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Our process
I Seed funding from NYU internal sources
I Ongoing partnership with course “Developing Assistive

Technologies.”
I Interdisciplinary project-based class partnering students from

engineering, design, and allied health backgrounds.
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The staRt app

I iOS (iPad/iPhone) app

I The mobile device’s processor is used to execute real-time
LPC analysis of speech acquired by its internal microphone.

I External mic is recommended to improve signal quality.
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The staRt app

I Acoustic core: Real-time LPC computation, order modulation.

I Developed in MATLAB/C++, integrated into Objective
C/iOS native code.

I First 3-4 peaks of the LPC spectrum are displayed in real time.

I Focus for /r/ is on the third formant (F3).
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staRt app
I User interface coded in html5.
I An adjustable-frequency slider superimposed over the

spectrum provides a target.
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staRt app

I How do we determine individual targets for /r/?
I Research underway (Campbell et al., 2015).

I Formula fit to normative data: 72% (females) and 68% (males)
of mean /æ,a,u/ F3 is good starting point for target F3 of /r/.

I Long-term goals of automated target generation and scoring.
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User experience
I Interactive tutorial explaining what the wave represents, how

to use the F3 target.
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User experience
I Structured practice with set word list, fixed number of trials.
I Clinician scores each production.
I Time-stamped acoustic record (including LPC coefficients)

can be uploaded along with clinician rating data.
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Goals

I Develop profiles to track progress

I Implement structured practice with adaptive feedback

I Launch pilot efficacy study

I Long-term goal: RCT with participants randomly assigned to
contrasting practice conditions, implemented by the app.
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Participant

I “Hannah,” female aged 12;10

I Typical language, hearing, and cognitive development.

I Exhibits residual speech errors affecting /r/.
I Previously completed one semester of biofeedback intervention

using the KayPentax Computerized Speech Lab (CSL).
I Successful in producing correct rhotics while viewing

biofeedback display, but did not generalize gains to a context
without biofeedback.
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Study Design

I Structured case study design

I Received twenty 30-minute sessions of biofeedback treatment
over 20 weeks using staRt.

I Standard 50-word /r/ probe elicited in 3 sessions prior to the
start of treatment.

I 25-word subset probe elicited at the start of every treatment
session.
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Treatment Protocol

I Individual treatment using staRt was administered by a
certified SLP.

I Followed protocol established in previous biofeedback research
(Hitchcock & McAllister Byun, 2014).

I 5-minute ”free play” phase, followed by 60 trials eliciting /r/
in the context of a syllable or word.

I Automated “challenge point” algorithm adjusts task difficulty
in response to recent performance.

I In particular, if participant consistently demonstrates high
accuracy, the level of biofeedback support is faded.
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Results: Clinician’s Ratings

I Figure represents
accuracy ratings
(percent correct)
assigned in real time
by treating clinician.

I Clear gains over time
within the treatment
setting, while
receiving feedback.

I Progress plateaued as
biofeedback and
clinician support were
reduced in higher
levels of challenge
point framework.
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Results: Generalization Probes

I Unfortunately, gains
still have not been
observed to generalize
to contexts in which
biofeedback is not
available.

I Figure shows no
change in acoustic
measure of rhoticity,
F3-F2 distance.
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Conclusions

I Perceived gains within biofeedback treatment session using
staRt

I Gains have yet to generalize to context without staRt
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Thank you!

tara.byun@nyu.edu
@ByunLab
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